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Motivation
- Acquisition of reference data to support validation efforts of Landsat surface temperature 

(ST) products
- Split Window
- Single Channel

- There is a significant lack of reference data to support these validation efforts
- What is reference data in the thermal?

1) SURFRAD (land sites)
2) JPL Buoys (water sites)
3) NOAA Buoys (water sites)
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Motivation
- None of the reference data sites are geared towards validation of LST products from 

Landsat
- The surfrad sites are not over uniform sites for validation of Landsat TIRS imagery
- Surfrad utilizes a broad radiometer (4-50 μm)
- Requires an emissivity input to derive LST

- Design, build, test and implement a low-cost field deployable narrow band radiometer to 
measure surface temperature
- Create a radiometer with narrowband spectral responses, similar to TIRS
- Narrowband to correct for course estimates of emissivity
- Low-cost (<$1000) will allow the deployment of several of these radiometers across 

CONUS for LST validation
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Radiometer Design & Instrumentation
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Top View

Sockets for 2 quad 
channel thermopiles

8-band Spectral Response



Calibration Methodologies
- Challenging sensors to calibrate as their response varies as a function of 

temperature (need to characterize the internal temperature)
- Surfrad, which utilizes similar technology, holds the internal temperature constant 

(requires a constant power source) – Engineering based solution
- RIT radiometers are letting the internal temp. to vary (no reliance on a power source 

and keep the radiometers still ”low-cost”) – Calibration based solution
- Utilizing an environmental chamber at RIT for calibration
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The radiometer has two output variables 
1) The internal temperature of the thermopile
2) The output voltage of the 8-bands due to 

the target surface temperature

Need to calibrate the sensor in both internal 
temp. and output voltage space 



Radiometer Lab Characterization
- Lab experiment was performed by RIT to confirm the fidelity of the radiometer
- The NEΔT and absolute radiometric uncertainty of the instrument was 

measured by staring at a blackbody at 298 K for two hours at four different 
environmental chamber temperatures (281 K, 291 K, 301 K, 311 K)
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- The performance of the radiometer (NEΔT
and absolute radiometric uncertainty) is 
related to the internal temperature

- Performance is worse if the internal temp. is 
significantly lower than the target temp.

- NEΔT is ~0.2K if internal temp. is close to the 
target temp. 



Radiometer Field Unit at RIT 
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Environmental Sensors

8-channel Radiometer

Communication Boards
Solar Panels
Battery

The final version of the radiometer will also consist a list of 
several environmental sensors to monitor how the retrieved 
temperature is affected by environmental conditions 

List of Environmental Sensors
1) Wind Speed
2) Wind Direction
3) Relative Humidity
4) Rain Gauze
5) Pressure
6) Air Temperature



Radiometer Field Unit
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Data from the field radiometer unit at RIT 
collected over a 24-hour period on Aug 4th, 2022

Radiometer Data

Environmental Sensor Data



Summary and Future Work
- Objective is to design and implement a narrow band radiometer for validation of LST 

products from space-borne platforms
- We want this radiometers to be low-cost (<$1000K) to deploy several of these 

radiometers across CONUS for LST validation

- Collect more data!
- Need to “densify” the calibration space for the radiometer (more internal and blackbody 

temps.) 
- Collect reference field data under a variety of surface types (agricultural, desert) to 

validate the fidelity of the radiometers

- Build our own network like SURFRAD representing climatologically diverse regions to 
validate surface temperature products from Landsat and other spaceborne systems
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Questions?
- Objective is to design and implement a narrow band radiometer for validation of LST 

products from space-borne platforms
- We want this radiometers to be low-cost (<$1000K) to deploy several of these 
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- Collect more data!
- Need to “densify” the calibration space for the radiometer (more internal and blackbody 

temps.) 
- Collect reference field data under a variety of surface types (agricultural, desert) to 

validate the fidelity of the radiometers

- Build our own network like SURFRAD representing climatologically diverse regions to 
validate surface temperature products from Landsat and other spaceborne systems
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Backup Slides



LST product validation
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Sioux Falls, SD

NOAA’s surface radiation (SURFRAD) network 



LST product validation
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Spectral Range approx. 4-50 µm 
Field of View 180°
Temperature Response -30° to +50°C
Uncertainty 5 Wm-2

Data Collection Interval 1 minute

Specifications

- The Precision Infrared Radiometer, Pyrgeometer, measures the downwelling and 
upwelling longwave irradiance.



Landsat 8-derived LST vs SURFRAD measured LST
- LST measured from SURFRAD using average emissivity between band 10 and 11
- Landsat 8-derived LST using Split Window
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ΔLST = LST!"#$%&' − LST()

St. Dev Mean
2.59 K 3.23 K

Stats for all 7 sites 

The SURFRAD, a broadband sensor (4-50 µm), was not 
designed for the validation of Landsat ST products



Radiometer Design & Instrumentation
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Top View

Sockets for 2 quad 
channel thermopiles

Thermopiles
- Converts thermal energy 

into electrical energy

- Measures the temperature 
difference between 
junction pairs



Radiometer Design & Instrumentation
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Bottom View

Analog 
Amplification24-bit sigma 

Delta ADCSTM32 
Microcontroller

RJ45 to connect 
boards

SD card

• The STM32 microcontroller 
is  responsible for functions 
of the sensor board

• Connects to a 24bit ADC 
which samples all the 
thermopile channels

• CANbus interface to 
communicate with other 
boards



Calibration Methodologies
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Calibration Data
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Dexter Equation XGBOOST Regression



Radiometer Field Validation
- Surface temperature (ST) from the radiometer was measured using a 

temperature/emissivity (TES) algorithm

- Reference data was collected to validate the retrieved ST from the radiometers

- Reference data was collected using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroradiometer (land surface targets) & TidBit temperature loggers (water 
surface targets)
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Radiometer Field Unit at RIT 
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Rochester,	NY



Radiometer Field Unit at RIT 
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Environmental Sensors

8-channel Radiometer

Communication Boards
Solar Panels
Battery

Radiometer placed at RIT collecting and transmitting data 
since December 10th, 2021

List of Environmental Sensors
1) Wind Speed
2) Wind Direction
3) Relative Humidity
4) Rain Gauze
5) Pressure
6) Air Temperature



Current Processing State
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Collected Data is sampled at 1 Hz, 
and averaged over 30 secs

Stored locally (SD card) every hour in 
compressed archive

The data saved to the micro SD is 
uploaded to a central server over a 4G 
LTE network every 24-hours

Data Collected:
1) Thermopile Signals
2) Thermopile Internal Temperatures
3) Air Temperature
4) Humidity 
5) Pressure
6) Wind Speed and Direction
7) Presence of Rain/Snow

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3

Step 4



Radiometer Field Unit
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Data from the field radiometer unit at RIT 
collected over a 24-hour period on Aug 4th, 2022

Radiometer Data

Environmental Sensor Data



Environmental Board Design 
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Air temperature, humidity, and pressure

Wind direction and speed

Rain detection  

Environmental Sensors
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Communication Board Design 
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